The 3 Daily Habits to Create Wellness
From Within
Thank you for joining me at Sacred Lotus Healing - where we practice and guide you to shift
your awareness to simple and understandable approaches to wellness and healing.
Transform your life by raising your frequency, vibrate higher and manifest lasting change.
The Art of Ancient Healing weaves a tapestry of powerful natural ways to heal in the modern
world. Empower yourself with valuable tools that make natural health simple and
sustainable for everyone.
Honor Your Sacred Self. Honor Everyone and Everything. Honor The Entire Universe.
Forgive. Be Grateful. Love.
Change your perspective on how you look at yourself, how you view the world and how you
view your own health and wellness. Step into the world of energetic approaches to healing
and feel better right now.
I invite you to try my 3 easy-to-implement daily habits that will enhance both
wellness & healing and will serve to:

●shift your awareness to true wellness
●transform your life with the universal truths that lead us all to wellness
●guide you in listening to your intuition and start living naturally, pure and simple

But first, let’s talk ENERGY.
Energy Healing is Vibrational Healing - it is simple and it is complex.
It holds the wisdom of nature at her deepest level. Everything is energy, everything vibrates
and everything is connected. We are all one with the entire universe and we are all vibrating
and transforming energy.
Energy never stands still and is forever in motion. Everything that exists, seen and unseen,
holds vibration and frequency.
To heal and thrive we must change our vibration and let go of lower frequencies. Put simply
-- we must vibrate higher. When we understand this simple truth, we will be well on our
way to a much healthier life.
It really is as simple as this. High vibration. Low vibration. It is your choice and it’s time to
get your groove on!

Think it, believe it, feel it, manifest it, live it, love it.
Create your own wellness.

Totally shifting our perspective on wellness and healing will manifest the change we need to
create complete wellness. We need a new kind of knowledge, an ancient knowledge, based
on a deeper concept of life.

Here are 3 simple ways to get started on your
high vibration healing journey…
We are what we Eat, Think and Do. These actions all hold vibrational frequencies and are
our first line of wellness that we all can easily access.
That’s the key take-away from this: that vibrational wellness is accessible to all. We
must all choose this way of living to truly heal and stay in balance.

1. What we think - it’s all in the shift of perception
We all have the ability to choose wellness, peace and harmony in our lives. The more natural
we are, the better we resonate with nature as a whole and its innate wisdom to stay in
balance.
We can choose high vibrational thoughts, foods and actions...or not.
When we choose not to, we fall into lower vibrations and this is destructive not only to our
own health and wellbeing but to others and the planet as a whole.
We cannot escape the fact that we are all energetically connected and for us to truly heal we
must take the responsibility to vibrate as high as we can.
We must avoid adding more negativity and pollution of the beautiful connections we have to
each other and to the planet. We are each part of a huge collective. Through mindfulness
and conscious awareness we can let go of negativity and ascend higher with positive
vibrations.
What we choose to think is simple. Positive thoughts hold positive vibrations. Love is the
highest vibration as it is the vibration of our creator - our Source energy.
However you choose to connect to this energy, or whatever you choose to call it, just
connect to it. It is the energy inside of you and the energy that connects us all to the whole.
The first daily habit that I invite you to adopt is to shift your perspective.
Then be open to recreate your life and manifest wellness specific to you - day by day and
truly commit to it!
Choose loving thoughts and emotions toward yourself and others. Forgive yourself and
others for anything less. Smile from the true beauty inside your soul and empower others to
do the same. Send the same loving high vibrational thoughts to the earth and the universe
as well.
Do your part, however small it may seem. We heal as individuals but we also heal as a
collective. Help those around you to be mindful and conscious of this connection. Be gentle
in doing so. Breathe and stay present to the moment. Set positive intentions.

What we think we manifest, what we manifest we
become.
Start here with this simple mindset and add to your knowledge as you grow. Empower
yourself to choose a natural way to heal every single day of your life. Any excuses we make
not to choose high vibration are simply not good enough. Let them go and seek truth.
FOCUS ON THE HIGH VIBRATIONS OF:

●Love
●Gratitude
●Forgiveness
●Peace
●Abundance
●Balance
●Trust
●Kindness
●Happiness
●Hope
●Faith
●Can do
LET GO OF THE LOW VIBRATIONS OF:
Hate
Selfishness
Anger
War
Lack
Instability
Jealousy
Cruelty
Fear
Doubt
Worry
Cannot do
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Change your perspective. Change your life.

2. You Really Are What You Eat!
What we choose to eat is simple, or at least it should be.
Think about it -- if we had to hunt and gather our food, we would choose vegetables, fruits,
nuts, simple grains, eggs, fish, natural oils and natural meat as our sources of food as we are
evolutionarily programmed to resonate with these food sources.
We would eat just enough to refuel our bodies, as food in excess creates modern day
diseases, but conversely, crazy restrictive diets cause great stress on our bodies.
Food is our medicine. We are what we eat. It is vitally important that we eat the foods that
not only hold high vibration but also resonate with our individual frequencies. There is not a
catch all diet that applies and works for everyone. We are all unique yet similar.
Be mindful of the simplicity of the ancient wisdom of Ayurveda and Traditional Chinese
Medicine (TCM) when choosing the high vibrational foods available to us.
These philosophies are crucial to healing and balancing our entire energy system not only
physically, but also emotionally, mentally and spiritually as well.
We need to explore these ancient ways and get to know our own bodies and the foods that
work well for us to keep us in balance and heal us when we are out of balance. Optimized
health is possible, and the potential exists in all of us. We just have to choose it.

So, here’s my second challenge to you to enhance your healing journey:
Consider the vibration of the food and not the calories. Choose food that is still full of life.
Listen and honor what your energetic body needs. Eat the foods that resonate with you and
your body type. Cook and prepare food with love in your heart.
Here are some specific ideas...

●Raw or cooked and simply prepared is how nature intended us to stay healthy.
●The simpler our food choices are the better they are for us.
●Season to taste with real salt, and a variety of herbs and natural spices.
●Use real sugar in moderation. Raw cane sugar, raw local honey and pure maple syrup.
●Take in the abundance and variety of natural food, cultural preferences and seasonal

produce and avoid everything processed, chemically altered, genetically reprogrammed, or
in anyway unnatural.
Read labels and don’t be fooled by ingredients or marketing that sounds healthy or
natural. These are the fake foods of our modern world.
Choose organic and pesticide-free.
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●

Basically, if it’s not real food, don’t eat it! Grandma’s chocolate cake is often not the same
cake we buy commercially prepared. Cook and bake your own delicious foods.
If you don’t buy it, they won’t make it. Please remember that, and choose wisely.

3. Do no harm and just love from your heart
What we choose to do should be simple, such as kind acts and forgiveness of self and
others. Our actions should come from a place of love.
We should be mindful and take only what we need from the planet. If we take we must give
back to replenish the whole.
The same applies to personal connections we have with each other. Hold strong and loving
boundaries for yourself and others.
Other ways to be mindful and aware of WHAT YOU DO:

●Surround yourself with natural products for your body and environment. Our skin is
our biggest organ and we absorb the things we put on it. Be mindful of the lotions,
perfumes, soaps, shampoo, detergent and other environmental cleaners you use on a
daily basis.

●Choose natural things like natural oils, pure essential oils for fragrance and healing,

and avoid anything that is synthetic. Read labels and get educated on the misguided labeling
of “natural” body and cleaning products. Many of these chemicals are huge endocrine or
hormonal system disruptors and damage our bodies on a very deep and functional level.

●Be aware of parabens, phthalates, DEA, TEA, petrochemicals, dyes, and other chemicals
and toxins. They have no place in or on our bodies!

●Embrace the natural healing of aloe, natural oils, and Shea butter. Simple ingredients are
best and also often the cheapest. Natural health stores carry many natural and cruelty-free
products.

●Move your body. Walk, run, stretch, do yoga, these are the things that our body does
naturally. Stay active, do what you love, practice moderation and never stop.

●Our bodies regenerate and heal when we sleep, so be sure you’re getting enough!
As we embrace these 3 daily habits and make our own choices on how we want to live,
we create our own vibrant health naturally.
We all go through challenges physically, emotionally or mentally -- that is just a part of our
existence. But, we can choose to look at them positively, and utilize natural ways to restore
balance to a higher vibration.

The less we pollute ourselves and our environment -- the healthier we will be. The path to
wellness is simple we just need to choose to follow it.
Take your power back by choosing healthy things to EAT, THINK and DO.
Create positive changes by focusing on what you can eat, what you can think, what you can
do. Let go of the vibration of cannot. Focus on the positive outcome of what you want to
manifest. Again, with so much simplicity and accessibility - VIBRATE HIGHER.
Other forms of vibrational healing are available to help us when we are really out of balance
and need a holistic way to reset or get back in tune with our natural way of being.
Other modalities in Energy Healing can help us find balance when we need extra help.
Acupuncture, Ayurveda, Traditional Chinese Medicine, Homeopathy, and Essential Oils
paired with the ancient lineages of Energetic Healing present in many cultures can assist us
in powerful ways.
It is my passion to share some of these techniques with you!

I invite you to open your mind to a different way of thinking and understand that we operate
in an intra-dimensional world full of opportunities to heal and manifest wellness. Make a
conscious choice to utilize these philosophies and incorporate them into the modern world.
You are in charge, and I am here to inspire, educate, empower and help you heal.
A life that is practiced with simplicity and love and not from the mental body’s ego, brings
peace and happiness to those brave enough to embrace it. You can choose to create a better
life for yourself wherever you are in your healing journey - which I hope is going to vibrate a
little higher from now on!
I am so honored to be on this journey with you. May we change the world together.
Blessings,

Let’s be social too - that’s what friends do!
Sacred Lotus Healing on Facebook @PaulaSockolichEnergyHealer
Sacred Lotus Healing on Instagram @Sacred.Lotus.Healing

